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the seemingly innocent observation that the activities of organisms bring about changes in environments is so obvious that it

seems an unlikely focus for a new line of thinking about evolution yet niche construction as this process of organism driven

environmental modification is known has hidden complexities by transforming biotic and abiotic sources of natural selection in

external environments niche construction generates feedback in evolution on a scale hitherto underestimated and in a manner

that transforms the evolutionary dynamic it also plays a critical role in ecology supporting ecosystem engineering and influencing

the flow of energy and nutrients through ecosystems despite this niche construction has been given short shrift in theoretical

biology in part because it cannot be fully understood within the framework of standard evolutionary theory wedding evolution and

ecology this book extends evolutionary theory by formally including niche construction and ecological inheritance as additional

evolutionary processes the authors support their historic move with empirical data theoretical population genetics and conceptual

models they also describe new research methods capable of testing the theory they demonstrate how their theory can resolve

long standing problems in ecology particularly by advancing the sorely needed synthesis of ecology and evolution and how it

offers an evolutionary basis for the human sciences already hailed as a pioneering work by some of the world s most influential

biologists this is a rare potentially field changing contribution to the biological sciences this book distills twenty five plus years of

personal study done by a harvard law trained trial attorney to determine whether darwin s big idea the notion that more complex

species evolved from more simple ancestors is supported by the scientific evidence spoiler alert it is not yet most americans have

been taught to believe that darwin s theory has been proven beyond all reasonable doubt sadly most people do not have nearly

enough time to do the reading and study necessary to understand that this belief is false this book changes all that it is unique in

that it presents technical information from more than a dozen important books in a form that is both brief and easily understood

readers can learn a series of decisive truths about darwin s big idea in just a few hours truths that may well take them completely

by surprise life evolution 37 ways to transform your lifemost people want something more out of life they just don t know where to

turn to get it life evolution 37 ways to transform your life is the starting point for moving your life in the direction you want it to go

whether you choose to use all 37 strategies to transform your life or just a few of them doesn t matter all of them are designed to

help you isn t it time that you lived your life on your terms made positive choice for you and your loved ones that will take your

life to a whole new level whether it s a small shift you are looking to make or to completely evolve your life this book contains

everything you need to do exactly that the authors easy to consume writing flow makes this book an essential guide to your new

life he effortlessly describes how to use each of the 37 strategies so that you are always assured of not only how to create each

one for yourself but so that you can see the benefits coming you can imagine for a moment that you have taken some of the

steps included along this fascinating journey and your life has moved forward imagine what it is like when you have started to

evolve your life to the next level where are you what are you doing how do you feel there s an energy that fills you as you gain

the momentum like a giant snowball rolling down a hill an energy that says nothing is stopping you how does it feel the 37

strategies contained within this book are clear concise and easy to get started with they form an easy to follow outline for a life

less ordinary your life your terms they say that it is in your moments of choice that your destiny is formed this is your moment of

choice to stay where you are or to get this book and start on the journey to your life what will you choose proceedings of the 69th
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colloquium of the international astronomical union held in bamberg f r g august 31 september 3 1981 why did the twentieth

century witness unprecedented organized genocide can we learn why genocide is perpetrated by comparing different cases of

genocide is the holocaust unique or does it share causes and features with other cases of state sponsored mass murder can

genocide be prevented blending gripping narrative with trenchant analysis eric weitz investigates four of the twentieth century s

major eruptions of genocide the soviet union under stalin nazi germany cambodia under the khmer rouge and the former

yugoslavia drawing on historical sources as well as trial records memoirs novels and poems weitz explains the prevalence of

genocide in the twentieth century and shows how and why it became so systematic and deadly weitz depicts the searing brutality

of each genocide and traces its origins back to those most powerful categories of the modern world race and nation he

demonstrates how in each of the cases a strong state pursuing utopia promoted a particular mix of extreme national and racial

ideologies in moments of intense crisis these states targeted certain national and racial groups believing that only the annihilation

of these enemies would enable the dominant group to flourish and in each instance large segments of the population were

enticed to join in the often ritualistic actions that destroyed their neighbors this book offers some of the most absorbing accounts

ever written of the population purges forever associated with the names stalin hitler pol pot and milosevic a controversial and

richly textured comparison of these four modern cases it identifies the social and political forces that produce genocide fully

integrative approach to the socibiology of caviomorph rodents brings together research on social systems with that on epigenetic

neurendocrine and developmental mechanisms of social behavior describes the social systems of many previously understudied

caviomorph species identifying the fitness costs and benefits of social living in current day populations as well as quantified

evolutionary patterns or trends highlights potential parallels and differences with other animal models an up to date overview of

the field of connectomics introducing concepts and mechanisms underlying brain network change at different stages the human

brain undergoes massive changes during its development from early childhood and the teenage years to adulthood and old age

across a wide range of species from c elegans and fruit flies to mice monkeys and humans information about brain connectivity

connectomes at different stages is now becoming available new approaches in network neuroscience can be used to analyze the

topological spatial and dynamical organization of such connectomes in changing connectomes marcus kaiser provides an up to

date overview of the field of connectomics and introduces concepts and mechanisms underlying brain network changes during

evolution and development drawing on a range of results from experimental clinical and computational studies kaiser describes

changes during healthy brain maturation and during brain network disorders including such neurodevelopmental conditions as

schizophrenia and depression brain injury and neurodegenerative disorders including dementia he argues that brain stimulation is

an area where understanding connectome development could help in assessing long term effects of interventions changing

connectomes is a suitable starting point for researchers who are new to the field of connectomics and also for researchers who

are interested in the link between brain network organization and brain and cognitive development in health and disease matlab

octave code examples available at the mit press website will allow computational neuroscience researchers to understand and

extend the shown mechanisms of connectome development this important and extensive volume presents part of the proceedings

of the fourth international crustacean congress held in amsterdam in 1998 as the title implies crustaceans and the biodiversity

crisis was the general underlying theme of all contributions at the congress with the turn of the century someone ought to assess

the balance of our natural environment and of the various branches of biology that study its rapidly declining diversity from the

five subthemes covered at the conference those of 1 diversity in time and space including systematics phylogeny and
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palaeontology 2b biogeography 3c larvae and 4 physiology and biochemistry including molecular biology and genetics are

represented in this volume along with a few contributions from other subthemes e g 2a invasive crustacea 3a ecology 3b

behaviour and 5 fisheries and aquaculture the book is primarily meant for scientists working at institutes involved in research on

the group crustacea marine freshwater or terrestrial and or the disciplines covered individual carcinologists working on one of the

themes discussed in this volume will find a wealth of interesting and timely contributions as will other scientists working in marine

or freshwater biology or in soil ecology throughout the twentieth century scholars artists and politicians have accused each other

of historicism but what exactly did this mean judging by existing scholarship the answers varied enormously like many other isms

historicism could mean nearly everything to the point of becoming meaningless yet the questions remain what made generations

of scholars throughout the humanities and social sciences worry about historicism why did even musicians and members of

parliament warn against historicism and what explains this remarkable career of the term across generations fields regions and

languages focusing on the travels that historicism made this volume uses historicism as a prism for exploring connections

between disciplines and intellectual traditions usually studied in isolation from each other it shows how generations of sociologists

theologians and historians tried to avoid pitfalls associated with historicism and explains why the term was heavily charged with

emotions like anxiety anger and worry while offering fresh interpretations of classic authors such as friedrich meinecke karl löwith

and leo strauss this volume highlights how historicism took on new meanings connotations and emotional baggage in the course

of its travels through time and place medical geology the key to understanding the relationship between the geological

environment and human health medical geology deals with of the impact of environmental factors on the health of individual

human beings and communities in particular it studies environmental exposure to both macro and micronutrients in the geosphere

hydrosphere and atmosphere respectively soil water and airborne dust which may positively or negatively impact human growth

development and overall health the insights contributed by this burgeoning field can aid not only in individual medical cases but

also in assessing disproportionately impacted communities and addressing global medical inequality medical geology en route to

one health is among the first books to address this vital subject by summarizing recent research in this field it also serves as an

introduction to the multidisciplinary one health methodology which unites medical geological and environmental insights in one

continuous approach to public health medical geology readers will also find an explanation of the influence of the environment on

nutrient availability case studies of well documented links between endemic diseases and environmental conditions a systematic

analysis of the causes of essential element deficiencies in different world regions medical geology is an essential overview of the

field for advanced students as well as medical environmental or geological researchers who wish to understand the complex

relationship between the geological environment and human health this book encapsulates recent applications of ci methods in

the field of computational oncology especially cancer diagnosis prognosis and its optimized therapeutics the cancer has been

known as a heterogeneous disease categorized in several different subtypes according to who s recent report cancer is a leading

cause of death worldwide accounting for over 10 million deaths in the year 2020 therefore its early diagnosis prognosis and

classification to a subtype have become necessary as it facilitates the subsequent clinical management and therapeutics plan

computational intelligence ci methods including artificial neural networks anns fuzzy logic evolutionary computations various

machine learning and deep learning and nature inspired algorithms have been widely utilized in various aspects of oncology

research viz diagnosis prognosis therapeutics and optimized clinical management appreciable progress has been made toward

the understanding the hallmarks of cancer development progression and its effective therapeutics however notwithstanding the
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extrinsic and intrinsic factors which lead to drastic increment in incidence cases the detection diagnosis prognosis and

therapeutics remain an apex challenge for the medical fraternity with the advent in ci based approaches including nature inspired

techniques and availability of clinical data from various high throughput experiments medical consultants researchers and

oncologists have seen a hope to devise and employ ci in various aspects of oncology the main aim of the book is to occupy state

of the art applications of ci methods which have been derived from core computer sciences to back medical oncology this edited

book covers artificial neural networks fuzzy logic and fuzzy inference systems evolutionary algorithms various nature inspired

algorithms and hybrid intelligent systems which are widely appreciated for the diagnosis prognosis and optimization of

therapeutics of various cancers besides this book also covers multi omics exploration gene expression analysis gene signature

identification of cancers genomic characterization of tumors anti cancer drug design and discovery drug response prediction by

means of ci and applications of iot iomt and blockchain technology in cancer research brendan hyde identifies four characteristics

of children s spirituality the felt sense integrating awareness weaving the threads of meaning and spiritual questing these

characteristics can be observed in children if those who work with them know what to look for and are alert to the time place and

space in which children find themselves this book provides ways in which schoolteachers and parents can nurture and foster

these particular characteristics of children s spirituality it also considers two factors material pursuit and trivialising which may

inhibit children s expression of their spirituality children and spirituality will be of great interest to educators policy makers parents

and others who work with and seek to nurture the spirituality of children systematics and taxonomy of australian birds presents an

up to date classification of australian birds building on the authors 1994 book the taxonomy and species of birds of australia and

its territories it incorporates the extensive volume of relevant systematic work since then the findings of these studies are

summarised and evaluated in the explanations for the taxonomic treatments adopted and with the extensive citations the book

serves as a comprehensive introduction to the recent systematic literature of australian birds all species of birds that have been

recorded from the australian mainland tasmania island territories and surrounding waters are treated and listed along with extant

native species all accepted vagrants recently extinct since 1800 native species and established introduced species are included

the neanderthals populated western europe from nearly 250 000 to 30 000 years ago when they disappeared from the

archaeological record in turn populations of anatomically modern humans homo sapiens came to dominate the area seeking to

understand the nature of this replacement which has become a hotly debated issue paul mellars brings together an

unprecedented amount of information on the behavior of neanderthals his comprehensive overview ranges from the evidence of

tool manufacture and related patterns of lithic technology through the issues of subsistence and settlement patterns to the more

controversial evidence for social organization cognition and intelligence mellars argues that previous attempts to characterize

neanderthal behavior as either modern or ape like are both overstatements we can better comprehend the replacement of

neanderthals he maintains by concentrating on the social and demographic structure of neanderthal populations and on their

specific adaptations to the harsh ecological conditions of the last glaciation mellars s approach to these issues is grounded firmly

in his archaeological evidence he illustrates the implications of these findings by drawing from the methods of comparative

socioecology primate studies and pleistocene paleoecology the book provides a detailed review of the climatic and environmental

background to neanderthal occupation in europe and of the currently topical issues of the behavioral and biological transition from

neanderthal to fully modern populations
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Niche Construction 2013-02-15 the seemingly innocent observation that the activities of organisms bring about changes in

environments is so obvious that it seems an unlikely focus for a new line of thinking about evolution yet niche construction as this

process of organism driven environmental modification is known has hidden complexities by transforming biotic and abiotic

sources of natural selection in external environments niche construction generates feedback in evolution on a scale hitherto

underestimated and in a manner that transforms the evolutionary dynamic it also plays a critical role in ecology supporting

ecosystem engineering and influencing the flow of energy and nutrients through ecosystems despite this niche construction has

been given short shrift in theoretical biology in part because it cannot be fully understood within the framework of standard

evolutionary theory wedding evolution and ecology this book extends evolutionary theory by formally including niche construction

and ecological inheritance as additional evolutionary processes the authors support their historic move with empirical data

theoretical population genetics and conceptual models they also describe new research methods capable of testing the theory

they demonstrate how their theory can resolve long standing problems in ecology particularly by advancing the sorely needed

synthesis of ecology and evolution and how it offers an evolutionary basis for the human sciences already hailed as a pioneering

work by some of the world s most influential biologists this is a rare potentially field changing contribution to the biological

sciences

The Errors of Evolution 1893 this book distills twenty five plus years of personal study done by a harvard law trained trial attorney

to determine whether darwin s big idea the notion that more complex species evolved from more simple ancestors is supported

by the scientific evidence spoiler alert it is not yet most americans have been taught to believe that darwin s theory has been

proven beyond all reasonable doubt sadly most people do not have nearly enough time to do the reading and study necessary to

understand that this belief is false this book changes all that it is unique in that it presents technical information from more than a

dozen important books in a form that is both brief and easily understood readers can learn a series of decisive truths about

darwin s big idea in just a few hours truths that may well take them completely by surprise

The Geological Evidence of Evolution 1888 life evolution 37 ways to transform your lifemost people want something more out of

life they just don t know where to turn to get it life evolution 37 ways to transform your life is the starting point for moving your life

in the direction you want it to go whether you choose to use all 37 strategies to transform your life or just a few of them doesn t

matter all of them are designed to help you isn t it time that you lived your life on your terms made positive choice for you and

your loved ones that will take your life to a whole new level whether it s a small shift you are looking to make or to completely

evolve your life this book contains everything you need to do exactly that the authors easy to consume writing flow makes this

book an essential guide to your new life he effortlessly describes how to use each of the 37 strategies so that you are always

assured of not only how to create each one for yourself but so that you can see the benefits coming you can imagine for a

moment that you have taken some of the steps included along this fascinating journey and your life has moved forward imagine

what it is like when you have started to evolve your life to the next level where are you what are you doing how do you feel there

s an energy that fills you as you gain the momentum like a giant snowball rolling down a hill an energy that says nothing is

stopping you how does it feel the 37 strategies contained within this book are clear concise and easy to get started with they form

an easy to follow outline for a life less ordinary your life your terms they say that it is in your moments of choice that your destiny

is formed this is your moment of choice to stay where you are or to get this book and start on the journey to your life what will

you choose
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Kantian Ethics and the Ethics of Evolution 1881 proceedings of the 69th colloquium of the international astronomical union held in

bamberg f r g august 31 september 3 1981

Modern Ideas of Evolution as Related to Revelation and Science 1891 why did the twentieth century witness unprecedented

organized genocide can we learn why genocide is perpetrated by comparing different cases of genocide is the holocaust unique

or does it share causes and features with other cases of state sponsored mass murder can genocide be prevented blending

gripping narrative with trenchant analysis eric weitz investigates four of the twentieth century s major eruptions of genocide the

soviet union under stalin nazi germany cambodia under the khmer rouge and the former yugoslavia drawing on historical sources

as well as trial records memoirs novels and poems weitz explains the prevalence of genocide in the twentieth century and shows

how and why it became so systematic and deadly weitz depicts the searing brutality of each genocide and traces its origins back

to those most powerful categories of the modern world race and nation he demonstrates how in each of the cases a strong state

pursuing utopia promoted a particular mix of extreme national and racial ideologies in moments of intense crisis these states

targeted certain national and racial groups believing that only the annihilation of these enemies would enable the dominant group

to flourish and in each instance large segments of the population were enticed to join in the often ritualistic actions that destroyed

their neighbors this book offers some of the most absorbing accounts ever written of the population purges forever associated

with the names stalin hitler pol pot and milosevic a controversial and richly textured comparison of these four modern cases it

identifies the social and political forces that produce genocide

Evolution Fact or Fable? 2022-06-24 fully integrative approach to the socibiology of caviomorph rodents brings together research

on social systems with that on epigenetic neurendocrine and developmental mechanisms of social behavior describes the social

systems of many previously understudied caviomorph species identifying the fitness costs and benefits of social living in current

day populations as well as quantified evolutionary patterns or trends highlights potential parallels and differences with other

animal models

Life Evolution 2019-11-25 an up to date overview of the field of connectomics introducing concepts and mechanisms underlying

brain network change at different stages the human brain undergoes massive changes during its development from early

childhood and the teenage years to adulthood and old age across a wide range of species from c elegans and fruit flies to mice

monkeys and humans information about brain connectivity connectomes at different stages is now becoming available new

approaches in network neuroscience can be used to analyze the topological spatial and dynamical organization of such

connectomes in changing connectomes marcus kaiser provides an up to date overview of the field of connectomics and

introduces concepts and mechanisms underlying brain network changes during evolution and development drawing on a range of

results from experimental clinical and computational studies kaiser describes changes during healthy brain maturation and during

brain network disorders including such neurodevelopmental conditions as schizophrenia and depression brain injury and

neurodegenerative disorders including dementia he argues that brain stimulation is an area where understanding connectome

development could help in assessing long term effects of interventions changing connectomes is a suitable starting point for

researchers who are new to the field of connectomics and also for researchers who are interested in the link between brain

network organization and brain and cognitive development in health and disease matlab octave code examples available at the

mit press website will allow computational neuroscience researchers to understand and extend the shown mechanisms of

connectome development
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Isozymes in Plant Biology 2012-12-06 this important and extensive volume presents part of the proceedings of the fourth

international crustacean congress held in amsterdam in 1998 as the title implies crustaceans and the biodiversity crisis was the

general underlying theme of all contributions at the congress with the turn of the century someone ought to assess the balance of

our natural environment and of the various branches of biology that study its rapidly declining diversity from the five subthemes

covered at the conference those of 1 diversity in time and space including systematics phylogeny and palaeontology 2b

biogeography 3c larvae and 4 physiology and biochemistry including molecular biology and genetics are represented in this

volume along with a few contributions from other subthemes e g 2a invasive crustacea 3a ecology 3b behaviour and 5 fisheries

and aquaculture the book is primarily meant for scientists working at institutes involved in research on the group crustacea marine

freshwater or terrestrial and or the disciplines covered individual carcinologists working on one of the themes discussed in this

volume will find a wealth of interesting and timely contributions as will other scientists working in marine or freshwater biology or

in soil ecology

The Vitality of Christian Dogmas and Their Power of Evolution 1898 throughout the twentieth century scholars artists and

politicians have accused each other of historicism but what exactly did this mean judging by existing scholarship the answers

varied enormously like many other isms historicism could mean nearly everything to the point of becoming meaningless yet the

questions remain what made generations of scholars throughout the humanities and social sciences worry about historicism why

did even musicians and members of parliament warn against historicism and what explains this remarkable career of the term

across generations fields regions and languages focusing on the travels that historicism made this volume uses historicism as a

prism for exploring connections between disciplines and intellectual traditions usually studied in isolation from each other it shows

how generations of sociologists theologians and historians tried to avoid pitfalls associated with historicism and explains why the

term was heavily charged with emotions like anxiety anger and worry while offering fresh interpretations of classic authors such

as friedrich meinecke karl löwith and leo strauss this volume highlights how historicism took on new meanings connotations and

emotional baggage in the course of its travels through time and place

Progress of Science 1895 medical geology the key to understanding the relationship between the geological environment and

human health medical geology deals with of the impact of environmental factors on the health of individual human beings and

communities in particular it studies environmental exposure to both macro and micronutrients in the geosphere hydrosphere and

atmosphere respectively soil water and airborne dust which may positively or negatively impact human growth development and

overall health the insights contributed by this burgeoning field can aid not only in individual medical cases but also in assessing

disproportionately impacted communities and addressing global medical inequality medical geology en route to one health is

among the first books to address this vital subject by summarizing recent research in this field it also serves as an introduction to

the multidisciplinary one health methodology which unites medical geological and environmental insights in one continuous

approach to public health medical geology readers will also find an explanation of the influence of the environment on nutrient

availability case studies of well documented links between endemic diseases and environmental conditions a systematic analysis

of the causes of essential element deficiencies in different world regions medical geology is an essential overview of the field for

advanced students as well as medical environmental or geological researchers who wish to understand the complex relationship

between the geological environment and human health

Binary and Multiple Stars as Tracers of Stellar Evolution 2012-12-06 this book encapsulates recent applications of ci methods in
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the field of computational oncology especially cancer diagnosis prognosis and its optimized therapeutics the cancer has been

known as a heterogeneous disease categorized in several different subtypes according to who s recent report cancer is a leading

cause of death worldwide accounting for over 10 million deaths in the year 2020 therefore its early diagnosis prognosis and

classification to a subtype have become necessary as it facilitates the subsequent clinical management and therapeutics plan

computational intelligence ci methods including artificial neural networks anns fuzzy logic evolutionary computations various

machine learning and deep learning and nature inspired algorithms have been widely utilized in various aspects of oncology

research viz diagnosis prognosis therapeutics and optimized clinical management appreciable progress has been made toward

the understanding the hallmarks of cancer development progression and its effective therapeutics however notwithstanding the

extrinsic and intrinsic factors which lead to drastic increment in incidence cases the detection diagnosis prognosis and

therapeutics remain an apex challenge for the medical fraternity with the advent in ci based approaches including nature inspired

techniques and availability of clinical data from various high throughput experiments medical consultants researchers and

oncologists have seen a hope to devise and employ ci in various aspects of oncology the main aim of the book is to occupy state

of the art applications of ci methods which have been derived from core computer sciences to back medical oncology this edited

book covers artificial neural networks fuzzy logic and fuzzy inference systems evolutionary algorithms various nature inspired

algorithms and hybrid intelligent systems which are widely appreciated for the diagnosis prognosis and optimization of

therapeutics of various cancers besides this book also covers multi omics exploration gene expression analysis gene signature

identification of cancers genomic characterization of tumors anti cancer drug design and discovery drug response prediction by

means of ci and applications of iot iomt and blockchain technology in cancer research

Homilies of Science 1892 brendan hyde identifies four characteristics of children s spirituality the felt sense integrating awareness

weaving the threads of meaning and spiritual questing these characteristics can be observed in children if those who work with

them know what to look for and are alert to the time place and space in which children find themselves this book provides ways

in which schoolteachers and parents can nurture and foster these particular characteristics of children s spirituality it also

considers two factors material pursuit and trivialising which may inhibit children s expression of their spirituality children and

spirituality will be of great interest to educators policy makers parents and others who work with and seek to nurture the

spirituality of children

Bulletin of Books in the Various Departments of Literature and Science Added to the Public Library of Cincinnati During the

Year... 1885 systematics and taxonomy of australian birds presents an up to date classification of australian birds building on the

authors 1994 book the taxonomy and species of birds of australia and its territories it incorporates the extensive volume of

relevant systematic work since then the findings of these studies are summarised and evaluated in the explanations for the

taxonomic treatments adopted and with the extensive citations the book serves as a comprehensive introduction to the recent

systematic literature of australian birds all species of birds that have been recorded from the australian mainland tasmania island

territories and surrounding waters are treated and listed along with extant native species all accepted vagrants recently extinct

since 1800 native species and established introduced species are included

Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society Held at Philadelphia for Promoting Useful Knowledge 1889 the neanderthals

populated western europe from nearly 250 000 to 30 000 years ago when they disappeared from the archaeological record in turn

populations of anatomically modern humans homo sapiens came to dominate the area seeking to understand the nature of this
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replacement which has become a hotly debated issue paul mellars brings together an unprecedented amount of information on

the behavior of neanderthals his comprehensive overview ranges from the evidence of tool manufacture and related patterns of

lithic technology through the issues of subsistence and settlement patterns to the more controversial evidence for social

organization cognition and intelligence mellars argues that previous attempts to characterize neanderthal behavior as either

modern or ape like are both overstatements we can better comprehend the replacement of neanderthals he maintains by

concentrating on the social and demographic structure of neanderthal populations and on their specific adaptations to the harsh

ecological conditions of the last glaciation mellars s approach to these issues is grounded firmly in his archaeological evidence he

illustrates the implications of these findings by drawing from the methods of comparative socioecology primate studies and

pleistocene paleoecology the book provides a detailed review of the climatic and environmental background to neanderthal

occupation in europe and of the currently topical issues of the behavioral and biological transition from neanderthal to fully

modern populations
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The Neanderthal Legacy 2015-07-28
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